Pet by Pet by Pet

The class has a pet show. The children lined up the pets in this order. The mouse was first.

Read each problem. Write the answer.

1. Rob’s pet was fifth. What is Rob’s pet?

2. Pat’s pet is the hamster. What place is Pat’s pet?

3. Lisa’s pet was ninth. What is Lisa’s pet?

4. John’s pet is the dog. What place is John’s pet?

5. There are 7 pets before May Lee’s pet. What is May Lee’s pet?

6. Tim’s pet is the parrot. What place is Tim’s pet?

7. Write About It If the hamster is the sixth in line, how many animals are ahead of the hamster? Tell how you know without counting.
Pet by Pet by Pet

The class has a pet show. The children lined up the pets in this order. The mouse was first.

Read each problem. Write the answer.

1. Rob’s pet was fifth. What is Rob’s pet?
   snake

2. Pat’s pet is the hamster. What place is Pat’s pet?
   sixth place

3. Lisa’s pet was ninth. What is Lisa’s pet?
   lizard

4. John’s pet is the dog. What place is John’s pet?
   fourth

5. There are 7 pets before May Lee’s pet. What is May Lee’s pet?
   pig

6. Tim’s pet is the parrot. What place is Tim’s pet?
   third

7. Write About It If the hamster is the sixth in line, how many animals are ahead of the hamster? Tell how you know without counting.

   The animal before the hamster is the fifth, so I know there are 5 animals ahead of the hamster.